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Describe an activity that you do after school/work
simplyielts.com

Describe an activity that you do after schoolwork IELTS Cue Card with band 9 answer and part 3

follow ups questions

In this lesson from simply IELTS, you will know how to Describe an activity that you do

after school/work band 9 IELTS Speaking Cue Card part 2 and part 3 follow up questions.

Describe an activity that you do after school/work IELTS Cue Card

You should say

What it is?

When and Where you do it?

Who you do it with?

And how you feel about it?

Band 9 Model Answer to Describe an activity that you do after
school/work IELTS Cue Card

Because of study pressure and long sitting, my life is extremely inactive.

Accordingly, to keep me in great shape, I do yoga after school.

I just began it two months prior, so at this moment I can just do the fledgling

stances (asanas).

However, I’m improving step by step and I accept that I will actually want to

continue on to the high level ones soon.

In reality, my mom used to do yoga when she was a kid.
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Thus, when I was contemplating working on my actual wellness, she proposed that I

attempt yoga.

She additionally needed to rehash it and we thought in light of the fact that about

one another’s organization, we would be more standard.

One more justification picking yoga was that it doesn’t need any extraordinary gear.

We just needed to arrange two yoga mats.

We have a gigantic veranda in our home.

We typically spread the mats there.

Be that as it may, when it is coming down, we do it inside the house, in our parlor.

Normally, we do it for around 40 minutes, in the evening.

Also, we attempt to do it something like 5 days seven days.

Yoga has changed my life impressively.

I feel truly fitter as well as intellectually more formed.

What’s more, it was difficult, before all else, I needed to surrender.

The principal week was particularly extreme and I had serious body throb and

touchiness.

In any case, constantly week, I felt much better.

I think if not for my mom pushing me, I would have surrendered.

Presently, I’m the one, pushing her.

I truly anticipate doing it.

It has turned into a piece of my daily practice and in the event that I do miss it, I feel

remorseful in some way or another.

I figure everybody ought to attempt yoga once in their life.

Speaking Part 3 Follow-Up Questions to Describe an activity that you do
after school/work

1. Why do certain individuals appreciate outrageous games?

I think the adventure of outrageous games comes from the danger implied.

Individuals realize that they might lose their lives.

Besides, I believe it’s likewise about accomplishing something that relatively few

others will attempt to do.

 

2. Are men bound to do experience sports than ladies?

I don’t think it relies on sexual orientation. Certain individuals are simply braver. I

figure it relies on an individual’s monetary status however.

Experience sports are very exorbitant and hence I feel rich individuals are bound to

do them.
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3. What are some famous open air exercises in India?

I think the most famous open air exercises are sports and particularly cricket. I

think virtually every one of the young people in India play cricket. Other than sports,

a many individuals additionally prefer to take stroll or run.

Truth be told, even in my area, a large portion of individuals take a stroll toward the

beginning of the day.

 

4. What do youngsters do in gatherings?

Youngsters do numerous things in gatherings, first, they go to shopping centers and

film theaters. Additionally, a large number of the young like to play open air

exercises and sports like cricket, hockey, etc.

Another pattern that is coming in enormous urban communities is going out and

celebrating at clubs.

 

 


